Religiana is a project of Future for Religious Heritage (FRH)

FRH was established in 2011 as the only independent, non-faith, non-for-profit European network working to safeguard religious heritage. The network has more than 150 members in 35 countries and promotes collaborative projects and the exchange of best practices throughout Europe.

THE CONCEPT

Religiana is a project that brings places of worship to visitors, by giving them Europewide visibility.

The output of the project is the Religiana website, hosting more than 3,000 religious heritage sites from 46 countries, and constantly expanding.

The website provides visitors with accurate information on opening hours and key characteristics on sites.

Religiana website is a gateway to partner organisations, it redirects our visitors to their websites.

EVOLUTION OF THE PROJECT

- The number of buildings on our website has tripled this year, and all European countries are now covered.
- Partnerships have been developed with many organisations whose buildings now appear on Religiana.
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